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This is a plus sized novel about 130,000 words longLissa is madly in love with Saber and it seems

he returns her feelings but she has a problem. She and the man of her dreams both come from the

same clan of the Touch Kindred. By the archaic laws of their people, they are too closely related to

be bonded. Which means that even though there is no blood tie between them, they are doomed to

remain apart. But their personal dilemmas will soon be the least of their worries. Sacred scrolls, vital

to the defense of the Kindred people, have been stolen and sold to a collector on the barbaric slave

planet, Yonnie Six. To retrieve them, Lissa and Saber must go undercover as Mistress and slave on

the savage world where domination, submission, and kinky sex are the order of the day. Will the

love between them survive this trial by fire? Or will Lissa lose everything and be Exiled from the one

person she loves above all others?
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>Book review - Exiled>I am an independent reviewer. This book is 7th in the Brides of the Kindred



series and ends in an HEA for the couple, but the story continues. Saber and Lissa are Touch

Kindred. Lissa was adopted into the same clan as Saber, so any romance between the two is

forbidden. So many situations conspire to keep these two lovers apart. Saber is set to become the

ruler of his clan, while Lissa is a high priestess.>Of all the books so far, this one is by far the most

erotic. These two straight laced beings must go undercover on a super kinky planet in order to get a

document needed to help save the Kindred.>There seem to be a lot of sub plots in this story,

besides the eroticism of Lissa dominating Saber. Kat, Deep and Lock get into some trouble, along

with Lauren's clone, L. The ultimate bad guy, Draven is introduced. I was a bit disappointed with

how easy he was to save. The humor when the bonded Kindred switch bodies and the males

experience pregnancy is hysterical.>This book is appropriate for an adult audience. I am giving the

story 4 stars. The Draven/L story line felt off for some reason.

I have read most of the books in this series and enjoyed them (some more than others), but this one

fell flat for me. When the premise for this sequel was laid in the previous book, I thought I'd like

Lissa and Saber's romance. But, first of all Lissa never really adequately filled her role as a female

dominant to her male sex "slave" Saber. She was just too meek, timid, and wishy-washy. Plus, while

all of the series has had lots of sex scenes, this one was pretty much about the various sex scenes

and discussions about sex on Yonnie Six, leaving the plot line dragging. The entire book moved

much too slowly to hold my interest, which is why it took me so long to finish it. I kept stopping and

reading other, more interesting novels instead. I'll probably try more books in the series at a later

time, but feel I need a break from it for awhile before I attempt that.P.S. I did like the secondary story

about L the clone and Draven.

Book 7 in Brides of the Kindred is yet another exciting, erotic (to the max) and sometimes funny

book. We know about Lissa and Saber (great name) from book 6. Finally we get to learn more about

them and why they can't seem to get over the outdated rules of their planet when it comes to mating

within ones clan even though there is no blood relation. They travel to a very strange planet to get

historical scrolls about how Draven (very bad guy) was defeated during a war a thousand years

ago. This planet is run by women and the males are their slaves and are punished in some pretty

serious ways of they do not obey quickly and consistently. Lissa had to pose as this type of women

with Saber as her slave. They went through some really sexy punishments and some not so good.

But the love they felt for each other finally came to the forefront when they could no longer deny

their feelings. A few twists in this one came into play and a few times I was wondering what was



going to happen on the Mother Ship. Actually, it turned out to be very funny even though it was

Draven causing all the havoc. Really good read with alot going on and several character stories

playing out at the same time. Have fun with this one!

This is the 7th book in the Brides of the Kindred series. Ten more to go. So far, each book has dealt

with different aspects of sexual relationships. Some reviewers complained that the female

characters are too weak. Well, in the real world, thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s very true, and most sexual

exploitation is against females. Not this book. This storyline deals with the exploitation and

dominance of the males by the females. Welcome to Yonnie Six, a world run by women and the

men are only sex slaves. Yum! What a better place for a virginal priestess and a Touch Kindred to

have to travel to to get information on how to stop the Hoard. Will their trip, and experience, be for

naught?Lissa is the typical weak female that Evangeline likes to portray, but under that blushing

bride demeanor is a woman who wantÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s to dominate. And when

sheÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s forced to punish her Kindred Warrior, Saber, emotions come to light that

neither one of them expected. How will Saber handle his new found inner self?As with the other

books, this one is alive with different characters, adventures, and new worlds. Evangeline has the

wonderful ability to pull her readers into the story. ThereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s a little subplot running

that involves Draven, leader of the Hoard, and L, LaurenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s cloned sister. I just

loved the nasty surprise Draven pulled on the Warriors and their brides aboard the Mother Ship. It

made me laugh. Poor Baird.What IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m starting not to like, the constant self-doubts

and reiterating of those self-doubts. I know we need the drama and tension, but come on, enough is

enough.Anyway, another good book and I give it 4 feathers.

I really can't get enough of this series. You would think since this is already book 7 I would've grow

tired by now, NOPE!!! I can't seem to get enough each book has dealt with different aspects of

sexually relationships that draws you in and that keeps you in gross that you can't help but continue

to read more. My only issue I had was I wish L and Draven story wasn't so rush the only explanation

that we got was so BAH!!! It lack luster especially after all the evil things they both did I really wish

she took more time to tell their story well they deserve that but that's just my opinion on how I feel.

Even though I enjoyed this book I have to say that i had a love hate with Lissa & Saber her so call

"brother" I mean come on I already had a hard time believing that shy, timed, and meek looking

Lissa could handle this important mission as being a dominatrix when at time I just wanted to shake

her and tell her to grow pair. Really her only saving grace was Saber and the fact that he was so



considerate and patient with her I'm just glad that she was able to hold her own in the end. Overall I

enjoyed it.
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